
The effect of a null pronoun on morpho-phonology: demonyms in Modern Hebrew 

Demonyms (here: names denoting populations) in Modern Hebrew are productively derived by a 

suffix suffix -i. Although the native vocabulary of MH is largely stress-final, and this suffix is 

native, it is only stressed when attached to native (or nativized) bases; otherwise, stress remains 

in its lexical position. This affects the form of the feminine affix: stress-final demonyms usually 

have a feminine form with -a (1b). Lexically-stressed demonyms, in contrast, always have a 

feminine form with -t (1a; these usually have loaned bases). As (1) further shows, demonymic 

(inanimate) adjectives have the same m.sg form as nouns, but differ in two ways in their 

inflection. First, the feminine form always has -t, regardless of stress (sxora 

yapánit/yevanít/*yevaniyá ‘Japanese/Greek merchandise’). Second, the m.pl plural form of such 

adjectives is always different from that of either noun type: whereas in nouns -im replaces the 

base’s suffix -i (yevani+im =>yevanim), in adjectives the two markers are concatenated 

(yevani+im => yevaniim).  

(1) demonym nominal m.pl. adjectival m.pl. nom.fm. adj.fm. 

a. yapán-i yapán-im yapán-i-im yapán-i-t yapán-i-t ‘Japanese’ 

b. yevan-i yevan-im yevan-i-im y(e)van-i-a y(e)van-i-t ‘Greek’ 

In this talk, I ask the following questions: 

Q1. Why isn’t the nominal feminine suffix -a used for lexically-stressed bases and adjectives? 

Q2. Why is the same suffix used for lexically-stressed bases and adjectives? 

Q3. Why does the plural suffix of adjectives not merge with the base -i, as in nouns? 

Because -a is usually stressed in native adjectives and nouns, one is tempted to appeal to 

paradigm uniformity in answering Q1: attaching -a to loaned bases would attract stress away 

from those bases. Although I do eventually turn to such configurations, I claim that paradigm 

uniformity cannot be so central to the account because, among other weaknesses, it cannot 

answer Q2. Instead, I propose a solution based on the combined effects of autosegmental 

morpho-phonology and the syntactic structures of nouns and adjectives.  

I first present the autosegmental representations of the different suffixes. I show that -it 

and -im involve additional skeletal material, whereas -a does not. As a consequence, its 

realization alters the linking pattern between the segmental and skeletal tier. As a second move, I 

propose that the morpho-syntactic structure of adjectives, unlike that of nouns, involves a null 

pronoun that is co-referenced with the noun. Thus, the nominal structure for ‘a Japanese person’ 

is [[yapan]nP i]nP, whereas that of the adjective ‘Japanese’ is [[[yapan]nP i]adjP PRO ]nP. The 

inflection of an adjective is thus not of the adjective itself but of its pronominal head. 

The presence of this null element in adjectives results in a barrier between the base and 

the inflectional marking. In consequence, when the inflectional markers are added to the 

adjective, they may not alter the linking of the segments of the base to the skeletal tier. Thus, -a 

will never appear on adjectives (because it has no skeleton of its own), and -im will not be able to 

merge with the base’s -i. With this solution at hand, the only fact left to explain is absence of -a 

from denonyms with loaned based. The notion of paradigm uniformity is returned to, but this 

time with autosegmental motivation: just like stress is unaltered in such nouns, one prefers not to 

alter their linking of segments and skeletal slots.  

Syntactic theories of morphology such as Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 

1993) often raise the objection that syntactic phenomena such as movement and long distance 

dependencies have no morphological equivalent. The effect of the proposed null pronoun 

constitutes a case where morpho-phonology does reflect syntactic configurations. 
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